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Below: his written description of his suggestion

“Here is the map that I see possible based on keeping communities intact as well as having the each council area
responsible for the major corridors of business within Santa Maria.
If you look at the oldest and natural intersection at Main and Broadway that's an easy starting point. This would allow
each council member to own so to speak one side of each major business street.
I see the other major boundaries as the river bed to the north as well as the 101 for the Marian Hospital area.
In area 1 of my map, I see the carriage district as one starting point to the newer communities to the south. This a good
balance of old and new communities but still along a similar corridor of major streets such as College and Miller.
In area 2 you can see this area is primarily an area of apartment units and some of the newer dense housing as well. I
can see this area having a common ground on renters issues as well as new young families.
In area 3 it's one of the densest population areas for single residence housing with a good balance of
similar communities needs and interests.
In area 4 I see this having many mobile home tenants who live on fixed income. The hospital would be a big part of this
communities needs as well the overall city but in particular the aging mobile home tenants.
I hope I have provided some value in my analysis of Santa Maria's possible district structure. I think in the end I am
committed that we have good representation for each area of Santa Maria.”
Hector Sanchez
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